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Engineering Drawing and Design offers the most comprehensive program available. The new
exciting full-color text, supplemented with a broad spectrum of learning tools, brings real-world
engineering drawing and design right into the classroom.
Engineering Drawing And DesignMcGraw-Hill Science/Engineering/Math
Interpreting Engineering Drawings is the only blueprint reading text designed to provide
customized drawing interpretation courses for each and every student. The seventh Canadian
edition builds on the success of the previous editions in preparing students for careers in
today?s technology-intensive industries. Now, more than ever, people entering industry and
those in industry who seek to upgrade their knowledge and skills require educational materials
that reflect the current state of technology. This trend makes this up-to-date text a valuable
asset for training personnel to participate and compete in today?s global marketplace.
INTERPRETING ENGINEERING DRAWINGS, 8th EDITION offers comprehensive, state-ofthe-art training that shows you how to create professional-quality engineering drawings that
can be interpreted with precision in today's technology-based industries. This flexible, userfriendly textbook offers unsurpassed coverage of the theory and practical applications that
you'll need as you communicate technical concepts in an international marketplace. All
material is developed around the latest ASME drawing standards, helping you keep pace with
the dynamic changes in the field of engineering graphics.

INTERPRETING ENGINEERING DRAWINGS, 8th EDITION offers
comprehensive, state-of-the-art training that shows readers how to create
professional-quality engineering drawings that can be interpreted with precision
in today's technology-based industries. This flexible, user-friendly textbook offers
unsurpassed coverage of the theory and practical applications that you'll need as
readers communicate technical concepts in an international marketplace. All
material is developed around the latest ASME drawing standards, helping
readers keep pace with the dynamic changes in the field of engineering graphics.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Engineering Drawing and Design, combines engineering graphics and drafting in
one accessible product. Technical drafting, like all technical areas, is constantly
changing; the computer has revolutionized the way in which drawings and parts
are made. This 4-color text covers the most current technical information
available, including graphic communication, CAD, functional drafting, material
positioning, numerical control, electronic drafting, and metrication, in a manner
useful to both the instructor and student. The authors synthesize, simplify, and
convert complex drafting standards and procedures into understandable
instructional units.
Drawing and Detailing with SolidWorks 2010 is written to educate and assist
students, designers, engineers, and professionals in the drawing and detailing
tools of SolidWorks. Explore the learning process through a series of design
situations, industry scenarios, projects, and objectives targeted towards the
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beginning to intermediate SolidWorks user. Work through numerous activities to
create multiple-view, multiple-sheet, detailed drawings, and assembly drawings.
Develop Drawing templates, Sheet formats, and Custom Properties. Construct
drawings that incorporate part configurations, assembly configurations, and
design tables. Manipulate annotations in parts, drawings, assemblies, Revision
tables, Bills of Materials and more. Apply your drawing and detailing knowledge
to over thirty exercises. The exercises test your usage competency as well as
explore additional topics with industry examples. Advanced exercises require the
ability to create parts and assemblies. Drawing and Detailing with SolidWorks
2010 is not a reference book for all drafting and drawing techniques. The book
provides examples to: Start a SolidWorks 2009 session and to understand the
following interfaces: Menu bar toolbar, Menu bar menu, Drop-down menus,
Context toolbars, Consolidated drop-down toolbars, System feedback icons,
Confirmation Corner, Heads-up View toolbar, Document Properties and more.
Apply Document Properties to reflect the ASME Y14 Engineering Drawing and
related Drawing Practices. Import an AutoCAD file as a Sheet format. Insert
SolidWorks System Properties and Custom Properties. Create new SolidWorks
Document tabs. Create multi-sheet drawings from various part configurations and
develop the following drawing views: Standard, Isometric, Auxiliary, Section,
Broken Section, Detail, Half Section (Cut-away), Crop, Projected Back, with a Bill
of Materials and a Revision Table and Revisions. Insert and edit: Dimensions,
Feature Control Frames, Datums, Geometric Tolerancing, Surface Finishes, and
Weld Symbols using DimXpert and manual techniques. Create, apply, and save
Blocks and Parametric Notes in a drawing. Project 7 provides a bonus section on
the Certified SolidWorks Associate CSWA program with sample exam questions
and initial and final SolidWorks models.
Comprehensive, state-of-the-art training is the cornerstone of this popular guide that
shows users how to create professional-quality engineering drawings that can be
interpreted with precision in today's technology-based industries. Clearly the most
flexible, user-friendly book of its kind on the market, the seventh edition offers
unsurpassed coverage of the theory and practical applications individuals need to
communicate technical concepts in an international marketplace. All material is
developed around the latest ASME drawing standards, helping readers keep pace with
the dynamic changes in the field of engineering graphics. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
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